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Thirty-four years after his death, the "Pope of Pop Art" continues to generate controversy. After initially winning in 2019, the Andy Warhol Foundation just lost the latest verdict in the trial ...
More than 30 years after his death, Andy Warhol is being accused of copyright infringement
Burdened by writer’s block and in a low-boil rage over the anonymous trolls who pepper her with disgusting names and sadistic death threats, Femke is a woman on the edge. She’s also something of a ...
‘The Columnist’ is a portrait of a woman driven to extremes by rank sexism
“Many portraits were magazine assignments from Paris to Los Angeles; others resulted from private initiative.” In 1981, the couple moved to Monte Carlo. After her husband's death, Newton ...
Australian portrait photographer June Newton dies at 97
March 15 and Mother’s Day are two especially tough days every year for Melissa Brastow, the former being the birthday of her son Myles, who passed away on Sept. 24, 2010, ...
Myles Above in Heaven provides solace for grieving mothers
A study by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation estimates that more than 905,000 people have died in the United States, 58 percent more than official records indicate.
New estimates claim COVID-19 death toll is twice as high as reported
The portraits of two trailblazing female politicians are set to be unveiled in a ceremony at Victoria's Parliament House.
Portraits of trailblazing Vic MPs unveiled
Nearly three years after a Richmond police officer fatally shot VCU alumnus and high school teacher Marcus-David Peters, a local activist group honors him in a space around the Robert E. Lee statue on ...
Community activists remember Marcus-David Peters near three-year shooting death anniversary
The artist, Susan Spangler, was moved to create the portraits after she watched the news of George Floyd's death last May. "Like so many other millions of other people I felt called to do ...
Florida House Democratic leader finds, exhibits 35 portraits of Black people killed in America
THE QUEEN turns 95 today and for the first time in 73 years does not have husband Prince Philip by her side. The monarch is still in mourning for her beloved partner and it is understood that many ...
The three birthday traditions the Queen WON’T have in the wake of Philip’s death – including a new official portrait
The Glucksman, University College Cork Home - Being and Belonging in Contemporary Ireland: The concluding installment of a trilogy of exhibitions presented at the Glucksman to mark the Decade of ...
Galleries are open again: These are the exhibitions you can view in Cork, Munster and Dublin
THE Queen won't release a new portrait for her 95th birthday this ... But royal sources suggested that even before her husband's death on April 9, the Queen had wanted to keep the occasion low ...
Queen ‘WON’T release new portrait for her 95th birthday’ this week as she mourns loss of Prince Philip
Portraits of trailblazing Victorian female politicians - the state's first woman MP and cabinet minister - have been unveiled in the state's parliament.
Vic portraits honour trailblazer women MPs
Justice Department will investigate policing practices in Louisville in wake of Breonna Taylor's 2020 death. Copyright 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be ...
Garland: Justice Department will investigate policing practices in Louisville in wake of Breonna Taylor's 2020 death
A former school teacher has sued the CEO of a major cryptocurrency company that wants to build a smart city in the Nevada desert, accusing him and his wife of sexually harassing ...
Misconduct allegations shadow smart city proposal in Nevada
For the standard edition statue there's the main portrait cast in polystone ... This isn't Prime 1's first piece of Death Stranding merchandise, as the company unveiled a Sam Porter Bridges ...
Death Stranding Mads Mikkelsen Statue is Very Big, Very Expensive
“Many portraits were magazine assignments from Paris ... After her husband’s death, Newton opened the The Helmut Newton Foundation in Berlin, which her husband had established a few months ...
Australian portrait photographer June Newton dies at 97
"This year Her Majesty remains at Windsor Castle, during a period of Royal Mourning following the death of The Duke of Edinburgh." This photo was shared on the royal family's social media pages ...
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